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AUSTRALIAN EMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR LAW LIBRARY
The Australian Employment and Labour Law Library was launched in October and contains over 200,000
documents aggregating all current primary and secondary legal resources concerning work and employment,
together with the addition of significant historical resources dating from Federation. A highlight of the collection
is the digital publication of all 336 volumes of the Commonwealth Arbitration Reports (1905-1993). The Library
will fundamentally improve the ability of all researchers in the field to conduct the highest quality research
relating to the relationships between employers, workers and the state.

EXPANDING AUSTLII COMMUNITIES
The applications of the AustLII Communities platform continue to expand. The platform provides a range
of opportunities to integrate appropriate user-generated content with the primary sources located on
AustLII, enriching and enhancing the AustLII user experience. During 2018, major additions to AustLII
Communities include the ACT Law Handbook and the WA Law Handbook. The platform continues to be
an important foundation for a number of applications which are under development.

DATALEX LEGAL INFERENCING SYSTEMS
The development of the DataLex legal inferencing software continued. This operates within the AustLII
Communities platform to enable the development of knowledge-based applications in the legal domain,
with the intention that they be used to support free legal advice services, and other uses as appropriate.

REPORTS OF THE PARLIAMENTARY JOINT COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS
An internal UNSW Law Faculty grant in association with Professor Andrew Byrnes supported the
development of a searchable database of Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights Reports.
The purpose of the project was to reflect the important role of the Committee and to make more
accessible the wealth of human rights analysis contained in its reports and dialogue with Ministers.

FOUNDATIONS OF THE COMMON LAW LIBRARY
This ARC funded research infrastructure project entitled the “Foundations of the Common Law Library”
will build on the CommonLII platform the most comprehensive historical legal resource for the first 800
years of the whole common law world (1215-1914). With the collaboration of ten free access international
Legal Information Institutes, and other partners, it will include reported cases from superior courts in
global common law jurisdictions, from the earliest decisions in each jurisdiction.
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AustLII Foundation Ltd
Chair's Report

In 2018 the Foundation made
significant progress in working
towards its core objective
of making free and effective
access to the content of the
law available to all Australians
in a variety of formats which
are appropriate for people with
varying familiarity with legal
concepts and terminology.
The AustLII Communities platform has
begun to provide significant support for
the on-line availability of reliable legal
information which is comprehensible to
non-lawyers. This has occurred with the
publication of the ACT Law Handbook and
the WA Law Handbook on the platform.
The Foundation is actively pursuing
opportunities to expand and improve
the range and scope of other such
publications on the platform.
During 2018 the Foundation developed
and released an ambitious and
exciting package of legal inferencing
software called DataLex. This software
supports the creation of knowledgebased applications to support clearer
understanding of the law. Special priority
is being given to develop DataLex tools
which can assist providers of free legal advice.
The Foundation has continued to expand
the range, depth, quality and userfriendliness of the legal materials and
information it makes freely available to
courts and tribunals, the legal profession,
legal scholars, government agencies and
a broad range of users in business and
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industry. This information is organised in
accordance with the general traditional
legal systems of court and tribunal
decisions, statutory and regulatory
materials, treaties and legal articles and
also in the form of specialist collections
and libraries. During 2018 the Australian
Employment and Labour Law Library
and the reports of the Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Human Rights were
amongst the significant material made
available through AustLII. We have
received very positive feedback from
the judiciary and the profession of the
benefits and utility of the new resources.

financial supporters maintaining the level

The challenge of securing the funding
and resources needed to maintain the
services the Foundation provides remains
on-going. During 2018 AustLII’s two
Members, the University of Technology
Sydney and the University of New South
Wales, continued to provide a sizable
proportion of those resources despite the
significant financial pressures they face
themselves. That support was matched
by the more than one million dollars the
Foundation received from donors and
contributors across its wide user base.
These included: all segments of the
legal profession – law societies and bar
associations, large firms and small, bar
chambers and individual barristers and
solicitors; courts, tribunals and regulators
in all jurisdictions; Australian university law
schools and faculties; federal and state
government departments and agencies;
the wider business community and from
individuals and not for profit organisations.
We are grateful to all our contributors
for their support. The Foundation’s
capacity to continue to provide free legal
information services depends upon its

I would like to express the Board’s
profound appreciation for the wise
counsel and advice it received from
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of funds that they are able to commit to
AustLII each year.
The “real heroes” of AustLII are the
members of its management team and
staff who literally dedicate their working
lives to ensuring that AustLII not only
remains online and available to service
the needs of the community but does so
in an increasingly improved and effective
manner. The Board appreciates their
dedication to the challenge which goes
far beyond what is strictly prescribed in
their duty statements!

Professor Carrick Martin as a Board
Member and Chair of the Finance
Committee since the Foundation’s
inception in 2008 until his retirement
during 2018. The Board was joined
by John Cameron, former Deputy
Vice-Chancellor (Administration and
Resources) at Australian Catholic
University.
Free and effective access to the law is
surely a prerequisite for both the Rule of
Law and a civil society. Over the decade
commencing in 2008 it has given me
much satisfaction to have been able to
contribute in a modest way to making
a reality of such access through the
services provided by the Foundation.

Jeff FitzGerald
(Chair, AustLII Foundation Limited)

AustLII
Co-Directors Report

2018 has been a busy and
successful year for AustLII.
The core collection increased
by over 70,000 items for 2018
alone and 16 new databases
were added.
The AustLII Research Centre
completed one of its largest ARC
funded Linkage Infrastructure,
Equipment and Facility (LIEF) grants
that it has received to date. This
project greatly expanded the
employment and labour law materials
on AustLII. The Library contains over
200,000 documents including the
complete text of the Commonwealth
Arbitration Reports (1905-1993),
industrial gazettes from Queensland,
NSW and South Australia as well as
contemporary materials from the Fair
Work Commission. It enriches
historical and contemporary research
into Australian employment and labour
law. The Library was officially launched
on 29th October by the President of
the Fair Work Commission
– Justice Iain Ross.

In 2018 work commenced on another
major research project funded by the
Australian Research Council’s LIEF
program - ‘Foundations of the Common
Law Library’. This project which will be
hosted on the CommonLII platform aims
to build the most extensive historical legal
resource for the first 800 years of the
whole common law world from 1215 to
1914 (Magna Carta to the start of World
War One).
At the end of the year, AustLII was
successful in another ARC LIEF grant
application – The Australian
Environmental and Planning Law Library.
This project aims to provide
comprehensive and free access to
relevant Australian Environmental and
Planning legal research resources in all
Australian jurisdictions not currently
available online. A subject-specific
‘Australian Environmental and Planning
Law Library’ will improve the ability of all
researchers in the field to conduct the
highest quality research.
The AustLII Communities platform has
been expanded by the addition of new
Law Handbook resources around
Australia. The WA Law Handbook was
launched in conjunction with celebrations
marking the 25th anniversary of the
Sussex St Community Law Service. In
Canberra the ACT Attorney General was
the guest of honour at an event to mark
the release of the ACT Law Handbook, in
association with Legal Aid ACT. The
second anniversary of the NT Law
Handbook was also the 25th anniversary
of the original release of the first edition of
the Handbook and provided an
opportunity to reflect on the journey from
the static paper text to the modern online
digital publication of today.

The DataLex software and interface have
undergone major development over the
course of the year and will be used in
various ways in 2019: as part of ARC
Linkage applications; in other
development partnerships, particularly for
the provision of free legal advisory
services; and in teaching the legal
profession about legal inferencing systems.
These improvements to the underlying
technologies behind DataLex are only
possible because of the development of
AustLII’s unique dataset which has been
aggregated and improved over nearly a
quarter-century of constant work, quality
maintenance and investment.
We regularly meet with many of our
important data providers and financial
supporters from around Australia: courts
and tribunals, government agencies,
universities, the legal profession, business
and industry, and the growing number of
general community contributors.
Our member universities UTS and UNSW
Sydney continue to provide substantial
assistance for our activities. We are
grateful to the Deans of Law - Professor
Lesley Hitchens and Professor George
Williams for their support.
We also greatly appreciate the
contribution made by the Chair and
Members of the AustLII Foundation Board
The staff, interns and volunteers who work
at AustLII are our most important
resource. They continue to ensure that
AustLII is always available as a vital
service to the Australian community. It
would not be possible without them.

Andrew Mowbray and Philip Chung
(Co-Directors, AustLII)
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About
AustLII

The Australasian Legal Information
Institute (AustLII) was founded in 1995.
AustLII is the largest free-access
provider of online Australian legal
materials with over 20% market share,
serving about 700,000 page access
requests every year.
AustLII undertakes innovative applied
research to support the provision of
free access legal information .
AustLII is a founding member of the
international Free Access to Law
Movement (FALM), and one of the
largest providers of world-wide
free-access legal content.
AustLII is comprised of
two entities:
—— The AustLII Foundation Limited (a
public company limited by guarantee
with charitable Deductible Gift
Recipient tax status), which is
responsible for the operation and
maintenance of the infrastructure and
services that delivers the online
library of Australian legal information
to the community. The AustLII
Foundation is governed by an
independent Board of Directors.
—— The AustLII Research Centre (a joint
research centre of UNSW Australia
and the University of Technology
Sydney), which conducts leading
edge international research in
technologies for developing legal
information systems. The AustLII
Research Centre is governed under
an MOU between the two Law
Schools.
These two arms of AustLII operate in a
symbiotic partnership – revenue
opportunities that accrue to the academic
arm from research grants and contract
research feeds-back into and opens
opportunities for the Foundation while
5

stakeholder engagement activity by the
Foundation can often be leveraged for
grant applications available to the
Research Centre

AustLII Foundation Limited
The Foundation seeks donations and
other contributions from its Australian
users to operate and maintain AustLII’s
Australian infrastructure and services.
The AustLII Foundation Limited’s
objects are to:
—— Be a not for profit entity to promote
the sound administration and
development of the law by:
—— Promoting and supporting free and
effective access to public legal
information in Australia by means of
an electronic public library;
—— Providing, and supporting the
provision by its members of free
anonymous public access in
Australia to a searchable and
regularly updated comprehensive
and reliable internet-based
electronic public library of
Australian public legal materials;
—— Maintain systems, programmes and
databases for the effective handling
of an electronic public library of
information and related policy
development, collaborate with other
researchers and providers of such
information, and develop, implement
and disseminate improvements and
associated technical assistance and
advice;
—— Advance legal education by
promoting and encouraging research
in the field of legal information
systems and dissemination of the
useful results thereof; and
—— Do all other things as may be
incidental or ancillary to the
attainment of these objects.
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The AustLII Foundation Limited is an
income tax exempt charitable
organisation, incorporated as a company
limited by guarantee. The Foundation has
obtained Deductible Gift Recipient status
from the Australian Taxation Office, hence
donations are tax deductible.

AustLII Research Centre
The Research Centre’s mission is to be a
centre of excellence in the development
of legal information systems through
research, the operation of public free
access legal research facilities, and
education in legal research techniques
and infrastructure. In doing so, AustLII will
advance the public interest in free access
to public legal information within Australia
and internationally.
By pursuing its mission, the AustLII
Research Centre advances the missions
of each our Law Faculties to be
recognised as national leaders in
research, research infrastructure
provision and legal education; to
contribute to broader community
objectives; and to be recognised as Law
Faculties of international standing with a
major commitment to engagement in
international legal affairs of significance to
Australia.
The AustLII Research Centre aims to
achieve its mission by pursuit of the
following objectives:
1. Research and development
—— To conduct international standard
research in technologies for
developing legal information systems,
and in the development of standards
necessary to make such
technologies operational.
—— To develop AustLII’s own tools for
building legal information systems
wherever appropriate, so as to
maintain AustLII’s public access

facilities as innovative examples of
international standard systems.
—— Where consistent with AustLII’s other
objectives, to provide innovations
developed by AustLII as open source
software and standards to enable
their use by others.
2. Public policy
—— Through our advocacy and example,
to achieve and defend free public
access via the Internet to public legal
information in Australia.
—— Through our advocacy and example,
our assistance to others by making
available AustLII’s expertise and
software, and our collaborations with
other parties, to assist others
internationally to achieve free public
access via the Internet to public legal
information from all countries.
—— To uphold the Declaration of Free
Access to Law adopted by AustLII
and other Legal Information Institutes
in Montreal in 2002.
3. Public access law facilities
—— To build cost-effective free access
public facilities for access to law by
maximising the automated
conversion and processing of legal
information and minimising the
necessity for hand editing.
—— To provide on AustLII’s Australasian
service (the ‘AustLII’ website) a
comprehensive collection of the most
important databases of Australian
public legal information (legislation,
case law, treaties, law reform reports
and others of like importance); legal
scholarship that is available for free
access; and other legal databases of
strategic importance in advancing
the public interest, and which
advance AustLII’s research activities.

—— To provide on international services
operated by AustLII (including
WorldLII, CommonLII, AsianLII and
LawCite), or through collaboration
with other free access providers of
legal information in the operation of
those international services, free
access to legal information of value to
Australian legal researchers, and to
legal information which contributes to
AustLII achieving its other objectives.
—— To provide on all of the services
operated by AustLII the most
effective access mechanisms to
online legal information.
—— To achieve a high level of user
satisfaction for all of the services
operated by AustLII.
—— Through open standards, and
through tools AustLII provides, to
enable others to build value-added
legal services which make
appropriate use of data located on
services operated by AustLII, but
which also respect AustLII’s interests
in the value it adds to its source data
and which also respect the interests
of others in that data.
4. Operational
—— To advance the missions of our host
Law Faculties by pursuit of consistent
goals.
—— To provide a stimulating and
satisfying long-term work
environment for AustLII staff.
—— To maintain free access to services
operated by AustLII, with no access
charges to end-users, and with the
maintenance of users’ reasonable
expectations of privacy and freedom
from manipulation.
—— To cooperate with other providers of
legal information, both free access
and commercial, in Australia and

internationally, to maximise the public
benefit in obtaining free access to as
wide a range of resources as is
feasible.

International Activities
AustLII collaborates with other free
access LIIs around the world to operate
international multi-LII systems for legal
information:
—— Asian Legal Information Institute
(AsianLII);
—— Commonwealth Legal Information
Institute (CommonLII);
—— World Legal Information Institute
(WorldLII);
—— LawCite international citator.
In addition, AustLII jointly operates the
New Zealand Legal Information Institute
(NZLII) and the LII of India, in cooperation
with local partners in those countries.
AustLII is part of the international Free
Access to Law Movement and adheres to
the following principles:
—— Public legal information from all
countries and international
institutions is part of the common
heritage of humanity. Maximising
access to this information promotes
justice and the rule of law;
—— Public legal information is digital
common property and should be
accessible to all on a non-profit basis
and free of charge;
—— Organisations such as legal
information institutes have the right to
publish public legal information and
the government bodies that create or
control that information should
provide access to it so that it can be
published by other parties.
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AustLII
Governance

The AustLII Foundation Limited Board
as at 31 December 2018 comprised:
Dr Jeff FitzGerald (Chair)
(appointed 22 December 2008)
Former Registrar of the University of
Technology Sydney; former DeputySecretary of the Victorian AttorneyGeneral’s Department
A/Prof Philip Chung (Managing
Director) (appointed 23 June 2009)
Associate Professor, Faculty of Law,
UNSW Sydney; Co-Director and
Executive Director, AustLII Research
Centre
Prof Andrew Mowbray (Executive
Director) (appointed 27 April 2009)
Professor, Faculty of Law, University of
Technology Sydney; Co-Director,
AustLII Research Centre

Mr Tim Bugg AM
(appointed 23 June 2009)
Partner, Dobson Mitchell & Allport;
Chair, International Legal Services
Advisory Council (ILSAC); Past
president of the Law Council of
Australia
Mr John Cameron
(appointed 24 April 2018) Former
Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Administration and Resources) at
Australian Catholic University
Mr Ian Govey AM
(appointed 23 June 2009)
Former Australian Government
Solicitor

Prof Lesley Hitchens
(appointed 18 February 2013)
Dean, Faculty of Law, University of
Technology Sydney
Mr Andrew Wells AM
(appointed 16 November 2017)
Former University Librarian,
UNSW Sydney
Prof George Williams AO
(appointed 8 June 2016)
Dean, Faculty of Law, UNSW Sydney
Prof Carrick Martin retired from the Board
in March 2018.
The Company Secretary was Giovanni
Crasto (appointed 31 Jan 2014).

AustLII Foundation Limited Board of Directors - Front row (L to R): Mr Ian Govey, Prof Carrick Martin, Dr Jeff FitzGerald (Chair),
A/Prof Philip Chung (Managing Director). Back row (L to R): Prof Andrew Mowbray (Executive Director), Mr Tim Bugg,
Prof George Williams, Mr Andrew Wells, Prof Lesley Hitchens. Board member not in photograph Mr John Cameron.
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The AustLII Research Centre
Management Committee
comprises the following:

A/Prof Philip Chung
(Co-Director and Executive Director,
AustLII Research Centre; Associate
Professor, Faculty of Law, UNSW
Sydney)
Prof Lesley Hitchens
(Dean, Faculty of Law, University of
Technology Sydney)
Prof Andrew Mowbray
(Professor, Faculty of Law, University of
Technology Sydney; Co-Director,
AustLII Research Centre)
Prof George Williams AO
(Dean, Faculty of Law, UNSW Sydney)
Mr Paul Holt
(Faculty Manager, Faculty of Law,
University of Technology Sydney)
Ms Fei Wong
(Faculty General Manager, Faculty of
Law, UNSW Sydney)
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AustLII
Management and Staff

^^ O n Top
AustLII staff – (L to R) Andrew Mowbray, David Barker, Jill Matthews, Armin Wittfoth,
Katherine Le, Chris Kenward, Cathy Quigley, Jennifer Kwong, Jones Olatunji,
Hannah Figueora, Giovanni Crasto, Richard Hunter.

Managing and Executive
Directors
The AustLII Research Centre is jointly
managed by two Co-Directors:
Andrew Mowbray (Professor of Law
and Information Technology, Faculty of
Law, UTS) (Co-Director)
Philip Chung (Associate Professor,
Faculty of Law, UNSW Sydney)
(Co-Director and Executive Director)
The Managing Director of the AustLII
Foundation Limited is Philip Chung.
Andrew Mowbray serves as Executive
Director of the Company.
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Full-time Staff

Part-time Staff

David Bramston (Project Officer)

Hannah Figueora (Project Officer)

Giovanni Crasto (Finance and
Administration Manager)

Graham Greenleaf (Founding CoDirector and Senior Researcher)

Richard Hunter
(Development Manager)

Katherine Le (Project Officer)

Chris Kenward
(Australian Databases Manager)
Jennifer Kwong (Project Officer)
Jones Olatunji (Systems Administrator)
Cathy Quigley (Administrative Officer)
Armin Wittfoth (Project Officer)
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Jill Matthews (Project Officer)
Isabella Pearson (Project Officer)
to July 2018

The staff, interns and volunteers who work at AustLII are our most important resource.
They continue to ensure that AustLII is always available as a vital service to the
Australian community. It would not be possible without them.
Andrew Mowbray and Philip Chung (Co-Directors, AustLII)

^^ O n Top
AustLII staff and interns – (L to R) Katherine Le, Jennifer Kwong, Hannah Figueora, Chace Tran,
Johnny Zheng, Frank Cai, Philip Chung

Interns / Volunteers
The AustLII intern / volunteer programme
is available to law students from UNSW
and UTS. Interns / volunteers are able to
participate in AustLII’s projects including
digitisation of historical legal materials in
print (using destructive scanning
approaches), extraction of metadata,
as well as stakeholder engagement
activities.

Researchers
The interns / volunteers in 2018 were:
Alexander Tong
Samanthi De Costa
Von Bacani
Amelia Douglass
Johnny Zheng
Chace Tran
Frank Cai

From time to time the AustLII Research
Centre hosts leading academics and
professionals undertaking research
projects.
In 2018 the following academic
researchers were hosted by the AustLII
Research Centre:
David Barker
(Emeritus Professor, Faculty of Law,
UTS) (Senior Researcher)
Nick O’Neill
(former President, Guardianship
Tribunal, NSW) (Senior Researcher)
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Australian Developments
AustLII Communities

AustLII Communities is a wiki-based
collaborative and free-access platform
which enables legal authors of many
types to easily create and update very
sophisticated online legal resources,
linked automatically to the sources they
cite, both on AustLII and on participating
international LIIs, and to citation
information in other cases. The linkages
are bi-directional between AustLII
databases and AustLII Communities
content.
The platform can be used for:
—— Community legal information
provided by the legal aid and
community legal sectors as well as
factsheets and other plain language
resources published by courts,
tribunals and regulators to assist
members of the community in their
interactions;
—— Free access legal textbooks and
other new forms of teaching and
student engagement in any legal
subject area;

—— Legal librarians and knowledge
managers who provide indexing and
abstracting services of law journals
and other publications could reach a
wider audience through the delivery
of this service on the AustLII
Communities platform.
The current uses of the platform are:
Community legal information
and Law Handbooks
During 2018 two new Law Handbooks
were added to the collection:
—— The Australian Capital Territory Law
Handbook http://austlii.community/
wiki/ACTLawHbk was developed in
partnership with the ACT Legal Aid
Commission.
—— The Western Australian Law
Handbook http://austlii.community/
wiki/WALawHbk was developed in
partnership with the Sussex Street
Community Law Service, supported
by a grant from the WA Public
Purpose Trust.

—— Case law annotations (new
‘headnotes’) for both current and
historical decisions prepared by legal
scholars and historians and legal
practitioners;

The Northern Territory Law Handbook
http://www.ntlawhandbook.org.au
celebrated its second anniversary as an
online publication on the platform.

—— Law firms publish news, information
and legal commentary on their
websites to highlight the expertise
and knowledge strengths of their
practitioners. Co-locating these
publications on the AustLII
Communities platform would benefit
greatly from a direct integration with
the primary full-text case law and
legislation found on AustLII;

The ACT Environmental Law Handbook
http://austlii.community/wiki/
ACTEnvLawHbk celebrated its first
anniversary as an online publication on
the platform.
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AustLII continues to explore opportunities
with other Community Legal Centres and
Legal Aid Commissions to expand its
offering of community legal information.
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Free access Law Books
and Monographs
At present two texts are available on the
platform
—— Capacity and the Law by Nick O’Neill
and Carmelle Peisah
—— Animal Law Case Book by Sophie
Riley
A number of additional resources are in
progress for publication in 2019.

^^ O n Top

^^ O n Top

WA Law Handbook Launch 16 August – (L to R) Emily Hanson (Sussex Street CLC
Editorial Coordinator), Richard Hunter (AustLII), Jane Timmermanis (Director Sussex
Street CLC), Andrew Mowbray and Philip Chung (AustLII)

ACT Attorney General Hon Gordon Ramsay
MLA speaking at the launch of the
ACT Law Handbook

^^ O n Top

25th anniversary of the first print publication of the NT Law Handbook and 2nd
anniversary of the NT Law Handbook online: (L to R) Judge Elizabeth Morris, Deputy Chief
Judge NT Local Court, Suzan Cox QC, Director NT Legal Aid Commission, Justice Jenny
Blokland, NT Supreme Court, Melinda Schroeder, NT Legal Aid Commission, Nicki Petrou,
Principal Solicitor, Darwin Community Legal Service
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Australian Developments
DataLex Legal Inferencing Systems

‘Legal inferencing systems’ are one
aspect of ‘AI and law’, and are often
referred to as ‘legal expert systems’ or
‘legal decision-support systems’. They
require the coding of knowledge-bases
(KBs), and the development of expert text
resources linked to those knowledgebases and the dialogues they generate, so
as to support decision-making by users.

During the year AustLII released the
DataLex legal inferencing software,
operating within the AustLII Communities
platform, to enable the development of
knowledge-based applications to legal
problems, with the intention that they be
used to support free legal advice
services, and other uses as appropriate.
The main intended users of the DataLex
software on the AustLII Communities
platform are:
—— Community Legal Centres and other
organisations providing free legal
advice, enabling them to develop
applications which provide decisionsupport systems for some aspects of
their work.
—— University Law Schools who support
AustLII, enabling them to teach
students how to develop knowledgebased applications to legal problems.
—— AustLII itself, to develop useful
additions to some of AustLII’s
databases and other services.

13

Potential developers will obtain a
username and password to build
applications within the AustLII
Communities platform. At this stage, the
software is not being provided to operate
on other platforms. Examples of
knowledge-bases for demonstration
applications can be viewed and run on the
DataLex pages of AustLII Communities at
http://austlii.community/wiki/DataLex/
The DataLex software is intended to
provide a method of low cost
development and sustainable
maintenance of knowledge-bases,
particularly by organisations which wish
to develop automated legal advisory
systems (either for their staff or for
end-users) to support the provision of free
legal advice services. Such organisations
will usually have modest resources with
which to develop and maintain such
systems. Use of the DataLex software will
be free of charge to developers within the
categories for which the software is
intended, and use of applications will be at
no charge to end-users. Subject to its own
resource constraints, AustLII will aim to
provide training and development
support.
Some features of the DataLex software
which assist such sustainable
development and maintenance, and more
intelligent involvement by application
users, include:
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1.	A familiar wiki-like editing interface for
development of knowledge-base.
2.	Support for backward-chaining,
forward-chaining and procedural
reasoning.
3.	Rules of any degree of complexity may
be written, using propositional logic.
4.	Quasi-natural-language knowledgebase avoids separate coding of
questions, explanations and reports,
and allows easier development and
checking by lawyers.
5.	Isomorphic (one-to-one) relationships
between knowledge-base and
legislation assist validation and
updating.
6. A
 utomated links from knowledgebase to AustLII’s legislation, cases and
journal articles, result in hypertext links
from dialogues and explanations.
7.	End-users are therefore assisted to
resolve interpretation issues raised by
inferencing applications.
8.	Collaborative development of larger
applications across distributed KBs is
supported
The most suitable applications for
knowledge-base development are likely
to be those based primarily on legislation
or on similar rule-based structures, and
those where high quality texts to assist
interpretation are available.

Australian Developments
New Databases on AustLII

The following new Australian legal databases and library resources were added
or expanded in 2018:

Australian Employment and Labour Law Library
Australian Children’s Rights News 1993-2007
Australian Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights 2012Aware: Australian Centre for the Study of Sexual Assault Newsletter 2003-2010
Buildings Appeal Board of Victoria 2018Castan Centre for Human Rights Law Newsletter 2002
Commonwealth Arbitration Reports 1905-1993
Manifest: Journal of the Australian Customs Service 1998-2007
New South Wales Industrial Gazettes 1902-1945
Perth International Law Journal 2016Queensland Industrial Gazettes 1915-1945
South Australian Industrial Reports 1916-1945
University of New South Wales Law Journal Student Series 2013UniSA Student Law Review 2015Victorian Legal Services Commissioner 2016Western Australian Student Law Review 2017Western Australian Law Handbook (AustLII Communities)
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AustLII
Usage and Market Share

Total hits for 2018 exceeded

229million
Average hits per day

Data downloaded in 2018 exceeded

627,926

25 terabytes

Australian website ranking

Legal Information market share

Within the top

Approx

1,000

sites

(Hitwise data)

20%

(Hitwise data)

Note: AustLII was also among the top two by market position in the ‘business and finance – legal’ category throughout 2018
(according to Hitwise measurement surveys). This category included websites from government, publishers, courts and tribunals,
law societies, legal firms and barristers.
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The most popular databases on AustLII in 2018 were the Commonwealth legislation databases, followed by NSW and
Victorian legislation. The following graphs show the number of accesses to AustLII’s legislation and case law databases
by jurisdiction.
ACT
2,023,099

Australian legislation requests
by jurisdiction in 2018

TAS
2,080,415

WA
4,244,599

Legislation requests included permitted
accesses by search engine web spiders
and included requests to access individual
sections of legislation.

SA
3,137,461

NT
1,530,889

CTH
37,660,819

QLD
7,111,576

VIC
16,565,419

NSW
22,736,068

Australian case requests
by jurisdiction in 2018

ACT
742,828
TAS
NT
824,582
WA
363,374
1,329,124
QLD
2,022,884

Case law requests did not generally include
accesses by search engine web spiders,
which AustLII excludes from access.

SA
1,636,787
CTH
12,802,574
NSW
4,554,633

VIC
7,346,276
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AustLII
Major Users

The major users of the
AustLII service fall into
the following categories:
- c ommercial
(mostly comprising the legal profession)

- education
- government
- general community

Because AustLII operates as a free and
anonymous service no log-in or user
identification is required. Consequently,
AustLII is unable to identify a high
percentage of its users because it does
not receive internet protocol addresses
(IP addresses) specific to them. Over 40%
of all accesses cannot be identified at all.

Of the remaining third of users from which
we receive an identifiable web address,
the commercial sector accounts for about
40% of usage, 35% comes from the
government sector, and 25% comes
from education.

Of the remainder that can be identified
about half are from large commercial
internet service providers (ISPs) serving
their millions of individual clients, which
will include most of the general
community accesses, as well as from
large organisations which maintain
multiple unidentifiable IP addresses.

Number of requests from the top
50 identifiable commercial users in 2018

Legal Publishers
2,711,308
Business
619,955

Barristers
2,293,829

Legal Practice
277,248

AustLII is consistently ranked within the top 1,000 most accessed websites in Australia and was
among the top two by market position in the ‘business and finance – legal’ category throughout
2018 (according to Hitwise measurement surveys). This category included websites from
government, publishers, courts and tribunals, law societies, legal firms and barristers.
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AustLII Major Users
Commercial Sector
Commercial Category

Identified users in the commercial sector fall
largely into the following categories:
—— barristers (identified through specific bar
internet service providers and chambers)
—— legal practices (including private law firms
and patent and trade mark attorneys)
—— legal publishers
—— businesses

While usage of AustLII by the
commercial sector continues to
grow it is noted that only 10 of
the top 50 identifiable
commercial users (18,000 or
more requests per annum)
contribute to AustLII’s running
costs, and less than half of the
top 10 identifiable commercial
users support AustLII.
Contributions from AustLII’s
largest identifiable users from
the commercial sector continue
to remain below their rates of
usage. We continue to urge all
AustLII users that can afford to
do so to contribute towards the
maintenance of AustLII.

Number of requests

Contributor in 2018

1. B arristers

1,129,125

2. Barristers

975,568

3. Legal practice

544,851

4. Legal practice

443,424

4

5. Legal practice

433,431

4

6. Business

304,464

7. Business

201,345

8. Legal Publishers

152,561

9. Legal practice

149,226

10. Barristers

130,691

11. Legal Publishers

124,687

12. Legal practice

91,821

13. Legal practice

75,839

14. Legal practice

70,979

15. Legal practice

70,219

16. Legal practice

54,968

17. Legal practice

51,009

18. Legal practice

46,387

19. Legal practice

42,365

20. Legal practice

41,300

21. Legal practice

37,463

22. Legal practice

36,356

23. Business

34,596

4

4

24. Legal practice

34,253

4

25. Legal practice

33,646

4

26. Barristers

33,587

27. Business

33,163

28. Legal practice

32,997

29. Legal practice

29,296

30. Legal practice

28,659

31. Legal practice

28,173

32. Business

27,914

33. Legal practice

27,716

34. Legal practice

25,517

35. Barristers

24,858

36. Legal practice

23,592

37. Legal practice

21,812

38. Legal practice

21,759

39. Legal practice

21,591

40. Legal practice

20,719

41. Legal practice

20,261

42. Legal practice

20,197

43. Legal practice

19,273

44. Legal practice

19,081

45. Legal practice

19,028

46. Legal practice

18,840

47. Business

18,473

48. Legal practice

18,466

49. Legal practice

18,398

50. Legal practice

18,396

4

4

4

4
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AustLII Major Users
Education Sector

The education sector in Australia
represented over 25% of AustLII’s top
identified users in 2018.
All universities in Australia use AustLII
and almost all of them provide a financial
contribution. Total usage from the
University sector in 2018 was
4.2 million requests.

Most Australian universities make a financial contribution to
AustLII because they recognise AustLII’s value to their teaching
and research, and that the costs of its operation need to be
widely shared. The receipt of financial support from all
Australian universities is a fundraising goal.

Number of requests from Universities
based on jurisdiction in 2018

TAS
147,435
SA
NT
64,767
21,440

WA
182,354

ACT
99,960
QLD
565,489

NSW
2,182,422

VIC
976,056
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AustLII Major Users
Government Sector

The government sector in 2018
represented 35% of AustLII’s top
identifiable users. Usage by
Commonwealth government agencies
totalled 3,275,306 and usage by state
government agencies was 2,795,593.
A significant amount of government use
is identifiable at agency level, including
Commonwealth, State and Territory
government agencies. Also included in
this figure is the substantial use of AustLII
resources by the various courts, tribunals

and other regulators, most of whose
decisions AustLII re-publishes.
AustLII receives funding support from the
federal and state governments through
the Council of Attorneys-General Senior
Officers Group. Some government
agencies such as the Australian Taxation
Office also make contributions. In
addition, a number of courts and tribunals
contribute, recognising the value of the
service the AustLII Foundation provides.

While AustLII is valued and supported
widely by all sections of its user base,
and by the community generally,
government financial support does not
fully reflect government use of the service.

AustLII contends that it is a role of government to provide for the free dissemination of law by all
courts and tribunals and legislative bodies in Australia. AustLII provides access to justice by
enabling those governed by law to have free-access to law online in an easily searchable
manner and seeks funding from governments in recognition of this.

Number of identified requests from
Australian governments in 2018

ACT
311,216

TAS
4,746

NT
2,609

SA
509,626
WA
307,927

CTH
3,275,306

QLD
226,695
NSW
118,454

VIC
1,314,320
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AustLII
International Systems

The AustLII Research Centre operates
three multi-LII systems for international
free access legal information (AsianLII,
CommonLII and WorldLII) in cooperation
with a group of collaborating Legal
Information Institutes based in other
countries (which we call the ‘WorldLII
Consortium’). AustLII has developed the
only international free-access case and
journal article citator (LawCite) and
operates it in conjunction with the same
group of collaborating LIIs. The AustLII
Research Centre has assisted other
nations and regions to develop online
access to their laws since 1999, using open
source software and other LII tools
developed by AustLII. All of AustLII’s
development of multi-LII systems, its joint
operation of overseas LIIs, and the
assistance it gives to other collaborating
LIIs for maintenance and development of
their systems is funded by grants for
these purposes.

Multi-LII Systems - Providing global free access to the law
The World Legal Information Institute (WorldLII) continued to
expand coverage of searchable content to include over 2000
national databases from collaborating LIIs. The system also
contains a significant collection of international law resources
from the United National and other international organisations.

The Commonwealth Legal Information Institute (CommonLII)
provides access to laws from 59 Commonwealth and common
law jurisdictions. AustLII continues to maintain the Caribbean Law
Project as well as the Commonwealth Criminal Law Library. In
2018 a successful ARC LIEF grant allowed work to commence on
a project to develop the Foundations of the Common Law Library
1215-1914.

The Asian Legal Information Institute (AsianLII) provides free
access to legal information from all 28 countries and territories in
Asia. The new ARC project entitled the “Foundations of Common
Law Library” will further expand the content available on AsianLII.

LawCite is an automatically generated international legal case
and journal article citator used to locate judgments and to see
how these have been subsequently dealt with and commented
upon or to see where journal articles have been cited. It uses
datamining techniques to examine the content provided by
participating LIIs and can be thought of as the ‘glue’ which binds
together the data contained within the Multi-LII systems.
During 2018 LawCite indexed more than 5.5 million documents.
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Databases searchable through
Multi-LII Systems
Seventeen LIIs now collaborate in
providing the databases searchable via
WorldLII. The following table sets out the
approximate numbers of databases
searchable from each of the portals
operated by AustLII (AsianLII, CommonLII
and WorldLII) as at 31 December 2018, and
the number of databases found on each
cooperating LII allowing their data to be
searched as part of these systems. The
‘Countries’ column indicates the number of
countries that a particular LII adds to the
total number of countries whose
databases are searchable via WorldLII.
During 2018, the total number of databases
available for searching via WorldLII
increased by 39 to 2,202, whereas the total
number available via CommonLII increased
to 1,725 and AsianLII to 620.
AustLII maintains 900 of these
international databases (an increase from
886 in 2017), in addition to the 632
Australian databases on AustLII. They are
on seven LIIs (marked *).

Systems

AsianLII

CommonLII

WorldLII

Countries

AsianLII

330

0

330

28

AustLII

0

632

632

1

BAILII

0

101

101

7

CanLII

0

2

2

1

CommonLII

36

76

76

27

CyLaw

0

10

10

1

i

i

Droit.org

0

0

1

1

HKLII

37

37

37

1

LawPhil

20

0

20

1

LII Cornell

0

0

3

1

LiberLII

0

0

8

1

i

NZLII

0

179

179

1

i

LII of India

159

159

159

1

i

PacLII

38

345

345

20

SAFLII

0

135

135

16

SamLII

0

33

33

1

ULII

0

16

16

1

WorldLII

0

0

115

55

i

620

1,725

2,202

165

900

2017 Total

617

1,683

2,163

165

886

2016 Total

603

1,597

2,070

165

848

2018 Total

i

2015 Total

453

1,489

1,809

152

678

2014 Total

442

1,430

1,742

152

652

2013 Total

431

1,312

1,613

142

612

2012 Total

433

1,279

1,635

183

595

2011 Total

430

1,204

1,552

182

555

2010 Total

300

905

1,205

164

408
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AustLII
International Systems

The number of databases searchable via
WorldLII was not recorded for its first few
years of operation from 2002, but over the
past few years (as recorded in AustLII
reports to LII meetings, and in these
annual reviews), the rate of expansion
of searchable databases is as shown.

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

International Systems Usage
In 2018, there were over 78 million
accesses to the non-Australian databases
maintained by AustLII and located on
AsianLII, CommonLII, NZLII, LII of India,
LiberLII, SamLII and WorldLII plus citator
records on LawCite and Catalogue pages.
The following chart shows the top 10 most
requested databases maintained by
AustLII, by country or grouping (excluding
databases on AustLII). The UK accesses
refer to the English Reports 1220-1873
located on CommonLII”

New Zealand
International Courts
Sri Lanka
United Kingdom
India
China
Philippines
Malaysia
Myanmar
Pakistan

0

2,000,000

4,000,000

6,000,000

8,000,000

10,000,000

12,000,000

14,000,000

16,000,000

18,000,000

20,000,000

Note: AustLII only holds access statistics on accesses to databases maintained by AustLII located on the multi-LII systems. Because there is a
high level of overlap between databases maintained by AustLII searchable via AsianLII, CommonLII and WorldLII, separate statistics are not
given above for each of these multi-LII systems
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Developments in National LII Systems
AustLII also cooperates with a number of partner institutions in
individual countries by jointly managing
(using AustLII infrastructure) the databases of these LIIs.
During 2018 the successful partnership between NZLII and AustLII
continued, with 15 new databases and a new plain language
resource being added to NZLII.
The new databases are:
—— Collection of Imperial Acts affecting the Constitution of
New Zealand
—— Imperial Acts affecting New Zealand 1840-1856
—— New Zealand Accident Compensation Law Handbook
—— New Zealand Arbitration Court Judgments 1979-1986
—— New Zealand Bill of Rights Act Reports 1991—— New Zealand Criminal Law Review 2016-

Collaborations with other LIIs
AustLII continues to collaborate with a
number of international partners. In 2018,
it worked with the Hong Kong Legal
Information Institute (HKLII), the Southern
African Legal Information Institute
(SAFLII) and the Pacific Islands Legal
Information Institute (PacLII) to develop
and maintain their facilities as well as
exploring areas of research collaboration.
AustLII personnel travelled to Hong Kong,
Cape Town, and Port Vila during the year
to provide general technical advice and
other assistance.
AustLII was also pleased to welcome a
delegation from the Korean Legislation
Research Institute during 2018.

—— New Zealand Industrial Law Reports 1987-1990
—— New Zealand Legal Research Foundation Occasional
Papers 1967-1995
—— New Zealand Legal Research Foundation Seminar
Papers 1965—— New Zealand Matrimonial Property Cases 1977-1982
—— New Zealand Media Council 2018—— New Zealand Teachers Disciplinary Tribunal 2005—— Selection of Imperial Acts in force in New Zealand in 1881
—— Wellington Provincial Ordinances 1854-1875
^^ O n Top

LII of India

AustLII currently maintains the Legal Information Institute
of India (LII of India). As part of the new Foundations of the
Common Law Library grant further development will
take place.

Graham Greenleaf and Philip Chung
welcome a visit by a delegation from the
Korea Legislation Research Institute, led by
their President Mr Ik Hyeon Rhee (centre)

India
Legal Information Institute
www.liiofindia.org

AustLII also supports the services of the
Liberian Legal Information Institute
(LiberLII) and the Samoan Legal
Information Institute (SamLII)
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AustLII and the
Free Access to Law Movement

AustLII is one of the founders,
and a very active participant in
the global Free Access to Law
Movement (FALM), which had
65 members at the end
of 2018.

A full list of members is at the FALM
website http://www.fatlm.org, as is the
Declaration of Free Access to Law (2002,
as amended) to which AustLII and other
members subscribe. The logos of the
members of FALM are shown below.

FALM

The Law via the Internet
Conference
Held in conjunction with the Annual
Meeting of the Free Access to Law
Movement, the Law via the Internet (LvI)
Conference is an internationally focused
academic conference exploring issues
relating to the delivery of the law and legal
information via the internet, including
consideration of the technical, intellectual,
policy and regulatory issues involved.
The 2018 LvI conference focused on the
theme “Knowledge of the Law in the Big
Data Age”. It was hosted by the Institute
of Legal Information Theory and
Techniques (ITTIG) and was held in
Florence, Italy. AustLII Co-Directors
Philip Chung and Andrew Mowbray,
together with Senior Researcher Graham
Greenleaf presented two papers at
the Conference.

^^ O n Top

AustLII Directors Andrew Mowbray and
Philip Chung at LvI 2018 Conference
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AustLII
Research Activities

The AustLII Research Centre
also undertakes research in
the field of legal information
systems, which can usually be
characterised as ‘applied
research’.

Funding for this research comes from
various sources, including conventional
research grants (such as Australian
Research Council Linkage grants), but
research is also very often generated by
research infrastructure grants (ARC LIEF
or otherwise) or international
development grants where the goals of
infrastructure development pose
research issues which must be resolved.
AustLII is a ‘research in action’ organisation.
Research and Research
Infrastructure Grants
Researchers affiliated with AustLII apply for
competitive grants for research and
research infrastructure development of
new databases and services. In 2018,
AustLII continued work on one major
Australian Research Council (ARC)
Linkage Infrastructure Equipment Fund
(LIEF) research grant and commenced
work on another LIEF grant.
Research Projects
The major projects undertaken during 2018
were:
—— Australian Employment and Labour
Law Library
—— Foundations of the Common Law
Library
—— Reports of the Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Human Rights

Research Publications
and Presentations
The AustLII Co-Directors and the Senior
Researcher published the following
papers and made the following
presentations in 2018:
—— Greenleaf, G, Mowbray, A and Chung,
P “Building sustainable free legal
advisory systems: Experiences from
the history of AI & law” (2018) 34
Computer Law & Security Review
314-326
—— Greenleaf, G, Chung, P and Mowbray,
A “UPDATE: Legal Information
Institutes and the Free Access to
Law Movement” Globalex (Hauser
Law School, NYU), February 2018
(2nd edition of 2008 article)
—— Greenleaf, G, Mowbray, A and Chung,
P “The DataLex Project: History and
Bibliography” [2018] UNSWLRS 4
—— Greenleaf, G, Chung, P and Mowbray,
A, “Speaking Notes: Launch of the
Foundations of the Common Law
Library (1215-1914), IALS, University
of London, 3 October 2018” [2018]
UNSWLRS 84
—— Chung, P, Mowbray, A and Greenleaf,
G “Building a Commons of Free
Access Legal Expertise: The Roles
of LIIs” 18th Law via the Internet
Conference, Florence, Italy, October
2018
—— Greenleaf, G, Chung, P and Mowbray,
A “Foundations of the Common Law
Library (1215-1914) – A LII
collaboration” 18th Law via the
Internet Conference, Florence, Italy,
October 2018
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Research Projects
Australian Employment and
Labour Law Library
In 2017 AustLII (via its host
universities UNSW and UTS)
together with six partner
universities (Melbourne,
Sydney, Adelaide,
Queensland, La Trobe and
Newcastle) were awarded
Australian Research Council
(ARC) funding of $450,000 to
support the development of a
new facility on AustLII to be
called the ‘Australian
Employment and Labour Law
Library’. Partner contributions of
$605,000 provided the balance
of the $1,055,000 budget.

Australian employment and labour law
and the regulation of the industrial and
workplace relations system is a complex
mix of Commonwealth and State
legislation and the common law, changing
constantly for well over 100 years. As a
result, the duties, rights and entitlements
of workers and employers, and the
organisation of the employment
relationship derive from a wide range of
sources, including statute and the
common law, awards, collective
agreements and individual agreements.
A subject-specific ‘Australian Employment
and Labour Law Library’, bringing
together all these documentary resources
into one searchable Library, will
fundamentally improve the ability of all
practitioners and researchers in the field
to conduct the highest quality research
relating to the multitude of issues
affecting the relationships between
employers, workers and the state.
While most decisions, instruments and
orders made by Federal and State
industrial tribunals since around the
mid-1990s are accessible in electronic
form from individual court and tribunal
websites, those from earlier in the 20th
century could only be found in a
diminishing number of hard copy
collections, located in major state,
university and private law libraries. The
capacity to access such material is not
merely a priority for those conducting
historical research. Although the
Australian system of labour regulation has
undergone profound changes in the past
few decades, it still contains important
elements – notably the ‘modern award’
system – that are based on the previous
conciliation and arbitration systems.
In order to accommodate the
contemporary and the historical, the new
Library brings together and aggregates all
currently existing relevant primary and
secondary legal resources on AustLII,
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A subject-specific ‘Australian
Employment and Labour Law
Library’... will fundamentally
improve the ability of all
practitioners and researchers in
the field to conduct the highest
quality research relating to the
multitude of issues affecting the
relationships between employers,
workers and the state.
together with the addition of significant
historical resources since Federation that
had not previously been available online.
A centrepiece of the historical collection
in the new Library is a digitised fully
searchable version of all 336 volumes
(64,902 documents and 329,323 pages)
of the Commonwealth Arbitration Reports
(the record of decisions made by
Australia’s primary industrial tribunal),
from the foundation of the Australian
Conciliation and Arbitration Court in 1905
until the series finally ceased publication
in 1993. In addition, a number of other
historical state based Industrial Reports
and Gazettes are also included in the
Library, including selections from the
NSW Industrial Gazette (1902-1945), the
Queensland Industrial Gazette (19151945) and the South Australian Industrial
Reports (1916-1945). It is anticipated that
these selections will be expanded over
time and that additional State jurisdiction
material from Victoria, Western Australia
and Tasmania will be added.

^^ O n Top

Launch of the Employment & Labour Law Library in Melbourne: (L to R) Andrew Mowbray, Shae McCrystal

Chief Investigator University of Sydney), Andrew Stewart (Chief Investigator University of Adelaide),
Justice Iain Ross (President FWC), David Jennings (Librarian FWC), Philip Chung.

The Australian Employment and Labour
Law Library has been developed as a
‘dynamic virtual library’ where the content
is refreshed regularly by automated
processes. This means that, in addition to
those databases of information
specifically related to employment and
labour law, the Library also extracts from
all of AustLII’s full collection of case law,
legislation, treaties and legal scholarship
databases, documents most relevant to
the subject area, by automated means.
These ‘dynamic virtual’ databases are
then automatically updated daily from all
new documents coming into AustLII that
day. The entire Library can then be
searched for material specific to
employment and labour law.
A significant additional feature of the
Library is the development of new tools to
better recognise citation information in
the printed industrial and workplace
relations law materials. Since the 1950’s
industrial awards have been identified
through multiple citation indicia (including
print and decision numbers). The indexing
of these citations is irregular and
inconsistent. This project has created
multiple parallel citations that will enable

decisions to be located through a variety
of search codes. These are being
incorporated into AustLII’s LawCite
citator, which adds to their discoverability
and utility, and creates the capacity for
enhanced statistical data and other
metric analysis. The Library will generate
significant efficiencies for scholars,
students and practitioners seeking to
research an industrial legal issue.

The online legal information
resources developed by this
project … will help the
community to better understand
the context, structure and
history of Australian
Employment and Labour Law.

The online legal information resources
developed by this project will enrich
contemporary and historical research into
Australian work and labour, its economy,
the legal system, culture, class and
institutions. It will also materially assist
employment, labour, workplace and
human relations practitioners by providing
improved and easier access to more
relevant resources. It will help the
community to better understand the
context, structure and history of
Australian Employment and Labour Law.
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Research Projects
Foundations of the Common
Law Library
The Foundations of the
Common Law Library is an
ARC LIEF funded research
infrastructure project coordinated by AustLII, which will
build on the CommonLII
platform the most
comprehensive historical legal
resource for the first 800
years of the whole common
law world (1215-1914).

With the collaboration of ten free access
international Legal Information Institutes,
and other partners, it will include reported
cases from superior courts in all common
law jurisdictions, from the earliest
decisions in each jurisdiction. Databases
of other key materials (treatises,
legislation, treaties etc) will also be added.
Case law extracted from newspapers
prior to formal law reporting will be
included where possible. Citations for all
documents added will expand greatly the
LawCite automated citator’s coverage of
the history of the whole of the common
law world, linking the past and present of
the common law.

A prototype of the Library has been
developed and was launched in London at
the Institute for Advanced Legal Studies
and in Florence at the 2018 Law via the
Internet conference.

^^ O n Top

Meeting of Chief Investigators for the
Foundations of the Common Law Library

^^ O n Top

Launch of the Foundations of the Common Law Library at
the Institute for Advanced Legal Studies London (L to R):
Dame Maura McGowan, Steven Whittle, Sir Ross Cranston,
Prof Catharine MacMillan, Prof Andrew Mowbray, Prof
Graham Greenleaf and A/Prof Philip Chung
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Research Projects
Reports of the Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Human Rights
In 2015 the UNSW Faculty of
Law supported a proposal for
AustLII to build a searchable
database of the Reports of the
Parliamentary Joint Committee
on Human Rights (PJCHR). The
Committee was established in
2012 as part of Australia’s
Human Rights Framework and
scrutinises proposed and
existing primary and delegated
Commonwealth legislation for
compatibility with human
rights against the standards
laid down in seven UN human
rights treaties to which
Australia is a party. The
purpose of the project was to
reflect the important role of
the Committee and to make
more broadly accessible the
wealth of human rights
analysis contained in its
reports and dialogue
with Ministers.

This project was proposed to AustLII and
to the Faculty by Professor Andrew
Byrnes, who was an external legal adviser
to the Committee from 2012 to 2014.
The PJCHR has published about 80
reports since its establishment in 2012, all
of which are available in electronic form.
These reports contain a substantial body
of analysis by the Committee of proposed
and existing legislation in light of
applicable international legal standards,
as well as detailed responses from
Government Ministers to this analysis.
They constitute an important body of
jurisprudence in the interpretation of the
seven UN human rights treaties
concerned and are an important archive
of the human rights issued considered in
the enactment of hundreds of
Commonwealth statutes since 2012.

As part of this project, AustLII has
separated and made individually
searchable the independent scrutiny
reports of each bill or legislative
instrument considered by the Committee
which enables each bill or legislative
instrument discussed to be searched and
examined in context with all the other
related materials contained on the
AustLII website.
In addition to the scrutiny reports, the
database also includes PJCHR’s annual
reports and special reports. These reports
are also divided into individual chapters
and sections for improved searching and
discoverability. The database can be
accessed at http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/
other/AUPJCHR/.

While the Committee’s reports are
available on the Parliament’s website, they
are not easily searchable as a collection
through that site because they are
uploaded as large single file PDF
format documents.

>> O pposite

Launch of the PJCHR database at Parliament
House (L to R) Mr Graham Perrett MP (Deputy
Chair), Mr Ian Goodenough MP (Chair),
Philip Chung (AustLII), Andrew Byrnes
(UNSW), Zoe Hutchinson (Committee
Secretariat), Ian Govey (AustLII Board),
Andrew Mowbray (AustLII)
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AustLII
Events, Training and Public
Engagement
Throughout the year the
AustLII Foundation and the
AustLII Research Centre
presented a number of events
and activities, such as
launching new databases and
libraries, providing training in
the use of the AustLII system
and other features such as
LawCite, AustLII Communities
and DataLex applications. The
Co-Directors and staff of AustLII
also support activities presented
by collaborating partners.

In 2018 the following activities were
attended:
—— The second anniversary of the NT
Law Handbook was celebrated in
Darwin on 3 August.
—— The Parliamentary Joint Committee
on Human Rights database was
launched at Parliament House in
Canberra on 16 August by Mr Ian
Goodenough MP Chair of the PJCHR
—— The WA Law Handbook was
launched at the offices of Herbert
Smith Freehills in Perth on 21 August.
—— The ACT Handbook was launched at
the offices of ACT Legal Aid in
Canberra on 10 October by the ACT
Attorney General Hon Gordon
Ramsey MLA.
—— A prototype of the Foundations of the
Common Law Library was launched
in London at the Institute for
Advanced Legal Studies on 4
October.

—— The 18th Law via the Internet
Conference and the annual meeting
of the Free Access to Law Movement
took place in Florence, Italy during
October.
—— The Australian Employment and
Labour Law Library (incorporating
Commonwealth Arbitration Reports)
was launched at the Fair Work
Commission in Melbourne on 30
October by Justice Iain Ross AO
President of the FWC and at the
offices of Clayton Utz in Sydney on
31 October by the Hon Peter Sams
AM Deputy President of the FWC.
AustLII Training sessions were
conducted for the following
organisations:
—— Northern Territory Law Society
(Darwin, 3 August)
—— Legal Practitioners Liability
Committee (Melbourne, 29 October)
—— Migration Institute of Australia
(Sydney, 13 November)
—— Migration Institute of Australia
(Sydney, 13 December)

>> O pposite

Launch of the Employment & Labour Law
Library in Sydney: (L to R) Andrew Mowbray,
Deputy President Sams, Cilla Robinson
(Partner Clayton Utz), Philip Chung
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AustLII
Funding
The AustLII Foundation Limited
raises donations and other
contributions to maintain AustLII’s
Australian infrastructure and services.

where the outcome and benefit of the
project can also be used by AustLII to
support and improve free access to the
law by the community.

During the year two major fundraising
appeals were conducted – an End of
Financial Year campaign in May and June
and an End of Year campaign in
November and December.

In 2018, the Foundation’s revenue was
$1,109,427 (including $1,080,839 in
donations and contributions and $28,588
in interest and other income).

Fundraising activities included actioning
and managing multi-year pledge
donations, solicitation of donations from
contributors in previous years by mail and
email, posting a request for support
addressed to all AustLII users on the
AustLII homepage and search pages.
The AustLII Foundation also undertakes
projects on behalf of other organisations,

List of Donors, Contributors and
Research Partners
The legal profession, business and
industry, courts and tribunals, government
agencies, educational institutions and the
general community all make contributions
to support AustLII. In 2018, 360
organisations and individuals made
contributions ranging in value from $10 to
$60,000.

Contributors fall into three categories,
those that provide donations and make
contributions to maintain AustLII’s
Australian infrastructure and services and
those that are research partners to grants
for research and development. Research
partners are denoted with *.
Contributors are publicly acknowledged
for their contribution on AustLII sponsors’
page (unless anonymity is requested) with
the amounts of contribution recorded:
http://www.austlii.edu.au/austlii/
contributors/
AustLII thanks all its 2018 contributors,
which are listed below by sector.

Government
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Australian Taxation Office

Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade

Commonwealth Ombudsman

National Legal Aid Commission

Council of Attorneys-General Senior Officials Group

National Library of Australia

Department of Defence

NSW Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions

Courts, Tribunals & Regulators
ACT Civil & Administrative Tribunal

Legal Services Council

Administrative Appeals Tribunal

Licensing Court of South Australia

Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency

Mental Health Tribunal (Vic)

Council of Australasian Tribunals

NSW Workers Compensation Commission

Crime and Corruption Commission (Qld)

South Australian Employment Tribunal

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Vic)

Supreme Court of Tasmania

Fair Work Commission

Takeovers Panel (Department of Treasury)

Fair Work Ombudsman

Western Australia Industrial Relations Commission

Federal Court of Australia
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Education
Australian Catholic University

The University of Melbourne *

Australian Institute of Administrative Law

The University of Newcastle

Bond University

The University of Queensland *

Central Queensland University

The University of Sydney *

Charles Darwin University

The University of Western Australia *

Charles Darwin University Library

The University of Western Australia Library

Curtin University

University of Canberra

Electoral Regulation Research Network (Melbourne University)

University of New England *

Flinders University

University of Notre Dame

Griffith University *

University of Notre Dame Library

James Cook University

University of South Australia

La Trobe University *

University of Southern Queensland

Monash University

University of Tasmania *

Murdoch University

University of Technology Sydney * **

Queensland University of Technology

University of Wollongong Library

Southern Cross University

University of New South Wales * ***

The Australian National University

Victoria University

The College of Law

Western Sydney University

The University of Adelaide *
**

In addition to its financial contribution, UTS provides physical premises from which AustLII staff operates.

*** I n addition to its financial contribution, UNSW provides physical premises for some AustLII staff members
and for backup server equipment.

Commercial
LEGAL PROFESSION
(Includes law firms, barristers’ chambers, individual solicitors and barristers, patent & trademark attorneys and migration agents)

Adam McGrath

APX Law Pty Ltd

Adrian Muller

Arnold Bloch Leibler

Adrian Batterby

Arnold Costs Solicitors

Alec Leopold

Ashurst

Alistair Pound

Aviation Law Association of Australia and New Zealand

Allens

Bar Chambers (SA)

Allison Benson

Bartier Perry

Amelia Fleming

Bell Lawyers Pty Ltd

Anchor Legal

Bennett + Co

Andrew Fischhof

Bob Locke

Annabella Fletcher

Boris Pogoriller Solicitor

Anthony Scarcella

Boyd Olsen Lawyers
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LEGAL PROFESSION
(continued)

Brian McCullagh

Harwood Andrews Lawyers

Canberra Chambers

Hicksons Lawyers

Carolyn Kelly Legal

Hopgood Ganim Lawyers

Catenate Consultant Lawyers

I & T Solicitors

Charles Robinson

I McR Tinsley & Partners Pty Ltd

Chris McKeown

Ingmar Taylor

Chris Walsh

J Grahame Young

Clayton Utz

Jacob Horowitz

CMM Quay Legal Group

James Sheller

Connolly Suthers

John Sheahan

Cooper Grace Ward Lawyers

John White

Daenke Lawyers

Johnson Winter & Slattery

David Maddox

Judge L Farrell

Dever's List Pty Ltd

Judith Cocks

Dever's List

Julie Wright

Devers List Bar

Kate Eastman

DLA Piper Australia

Katemaru Legal and Investigation

Doogue + George Defence Lawyers

Ken Barlow

E W Gray Lawyer

Kevin Burges

Eakin McCaffery Cox Solicitors

King & Wood Mallesons

Elizabeth M Dray Lawyer

KJK Legal

Elson Pow & Associates

Kristine Hanscombe

Family Law Practioner's Association of WA ( Inc )

Lachlan Armstrong

Forte Family Lawyers

Lachlan Macquarie Chambers

Frankel Lawyers

LawCPD

Gary Testro

Lipman Karas

Geoffrey Graham

List A Barristers

Gilbert & Tobin

Luscombe Wright Lawyers

Gillard Consulting Lawyers

Lynch Meyer Lawyers

Greenwoods & Herbert Smith Freehills

Lynn Hudson

Halsey Legal Services

Magistrates Cases

Hanson Chambers

Makinson d'Apice

Harry Dixon

Margaret Riley
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LEGAL PROFESSION
(continued)

Martin Bartfeld

Philip Solomon

Martin Willoughby-Thomas

Phillips Ormonde & Fitzpatrick

Mary Sevdalis

Phillips Taglieri

Matthew Zilko

Piper Alderman

Maurice Blackburn

Piper Ellis Lawyers

McIntosh Chambers

Priest Legal

McPherson Chambers

Proportional Representation Society of Australia

MDS Legal Pty Ltd

R Tyson Wodak

Megan Casey

Rankin Ellison Lawyers

Merthyr Law

Richard Lancaster

Michael Coe

Robert Gordon

Minter Ellison

Robert Webley & Associates

Moharich and More

Robinson Locke Litigation Lawyers

Nevett Ford Ballarat Pty Ltd

Rogers & Gaylard Lawyers Brighton

Nevett Ford Melbourne Pty Ltd

Rolf Sorensen

New Chambers

Rothstein Lawyers

Newcastle Chambers Pty Ltd

Russell Cocks

Nicholas Seddon

Russell Kennedy

Nitra Kidson

Schweizer Kobras

Norman Waterhouse Lawyers

Sharrock Pitman Legal Pty Ltd

O'Loughlins Lawyers

Simon Bowden

Omond & Co Pty Ltd

Soruban Siva

Owen Hodge Laywers

Southalan, Louise and John

Page Seager Lawyers

Stephen Rebikoff

Paul Bard Lawyers

Stephen Vorreiter

Paul Batley

Steven Golledge

Paul Menzies

Stuart Wood

Peter Brindal

Sujini Ramamurthy

Peter Hanks

Susie Wright

Peter Hannan

Terrence Lynch

Peter Hunter

Terry Murphy

Peter Lewis

The Family Law Book

Peter Mellas

Thomas Creedon
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LEGAL PROFESSION
(continued)

Thomas Hyde Page

Victor Kerr

Clare Thompson

Victoria Hartstein

Tiffany Wong

Villari Lawyers

Tine Jowett

W G McNally Jones Staff Lawyers

Tiphanie Acreman

WA Bar Chambers Limited

Tony Neal

Waratah Chambers

Turner Freeman

Ward Keller

Twelfth Floor Chambers Pty Limited

Wright Chambers

University Chambers

Anonymous (18)

Vance Hughston

Business and Industry
Arc Infrastructure Pty Ltd

Peninsula Transport Assist Inc

BY Lawyers

Peter Green Accountants

CCH Australia Publishing

RMA Training Pty Ltd

Counsel's Chambers Limited

Singapore Academy of Law

Cumpston Sarjeant Pty Ltd

Southern Skyline Consulting Pty Ltd

George Lawrence Chartered Accountant

Standards Australia Limited

Ken Shiu

Sunmarg Migration Australia

Legal Practitioners Liability Committee

TaxBanter

Mercer Consulting (Australia) Pty Ltd

Zurich Financial Services Aust Ltd

Migration Institute of Australia

Anonymous (2)

OSI Security

Law Societies and Bar Associations
Bar Association of Queensland

The Law Society of New South Wales

Commercial Bar Association of Victoria

The Law Society of Tasmania

Law Council of Australia

The Tasmanian Independent Bar Inc

Law Society Northern Territory

Victorian Bar Inc

Northern Territory Bar Association

Western Australian Bar Association

South Australian Bar Association
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Community
Antony Comanos

Law Society of WA Public Purposes Trust

Benjamin Lee

Legal Aid ACT

Bob Kelson

Lloyd Jones

Catherine Brown

Lyndal Mews

Chris Ogden

Mark Dreyfus

Christopher Jervis

Mark Nicholson

David Murray

Nicholas Green

David O'Brien

Nick O'Neill

Eddy Robert Rosenstraus

Patrick Morgan

Geoff Dickson

Paul Bugler

Hala Abokamil

Peter Evans

Hannah Aroni

Phillip Di Biase

Harold Foxton

Robert Burton

Henan Huang

Sui Ting Tse

James Lim

Susan Aujard

Jill Matthews

Tony Pick

John Woods

Tenancy WA

Judith Carll

Anonymous (26)

Larissa Reid
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AustLII Foundation Limited
ABN 41 134 717 972
Financial Statements for the
year ended 31 December 2018
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